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Abstract 
In today’s sawmills, the accurate rotation and positioning of the logs, prior to chipping and sawing, is an 
essential component in maximizing the volume of the lumber produced from each log.  Previous studies, 
and the work conducted here, have shown that the common methods of rotating the logs as they enter the 
canter line can have large errors leading to very significant losses in lumber recovery, especially for 
small, swept or crooked logs. Sawmills are also moving to higher and higher processing speeds to reduce 
production costs, making log positioning even more difficult.  In this project a real-time camera based 
system was developed that measures the incremental rotation of each log (as it is being rotated by the log 
rotator) and provides feedback that can be used to control the degree of rotation with much greater 
accuracy. In addition, a log rotation verifier was developed that, using the existing mill pre- and post-
rotation scanning systems, measures the actual rotation of the log to continuously verify the accuracy of 
the system. 
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1 Objectives 
The objectives of this project were: 
 

• To confirm the results of a previous study on log rotation errors, thus providing a rationale for 
accurate rotation of logs. 

• Develop a system to monitor rotation accuracy and control log rotation to minimise any errors. 
 
 

2 Introduction 
One of the main functions of modern primary log breakdown machine centers is to rotate logs from the 
initial position to an “optimal” rotation position resulting in the highest value or volume recovery of 
lumber in the subsequent breakdown steps. However, because of the lack of persistent positive control of 
the log rotational position when the log is conveyed and rotated by the log turner, a number of rotation 
related errors occur and the “optimal” rotation position is often not achieved.  
 
Previous studies (Orbay) and the work conducted here have shown that, in a typical sawmill, inaccurate 
rotation of logs causes approximately 5% loss in value recovery, representing losses of millions of dollars 
annually.  This project has been a logical progression of our previous research work in this area with the 
specific objective to advance knowledge and develop technology to minimise the rotation related errors.  
 
The new findings and technologies resulting from this project will be of interest to sawmills and 
technology providers and manufacturers servicing sawmills. The technology developed in this project will 
enable sawmills to improve their value recovery and realize savings in the region of $1.75 million dollars 
annually for a typical 100 mmfbm/yr sawmill at a $350/mfbm average composite lumber price. 
 
 
 

3 Background 
In a typical modern sawmill, production of lumber from bucked logs is carried out in a sequence of 
breakdown steps by machine centers specifically designed to perform these steps in an “optimal” way to 
achieve the highest possible value or volume recovery of lumber. Generally, the breakdown steps are not 
executed perfectly and the consequences of the errors made in one machine center cannot be fully 
mitigated in the downstream machine centers. 
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Figure 1 Schematic drawing of primary log breakdown machine center 
 
The area of interest in this project has been a modern primary log breakdown machine center utilizing 
true shape scanning and optimization systems, a flying log rotator and a double length in-feed (DLI), such 
as shown schematically in Figure 1.  This machine center is designed to rotate logs from the initial 
rotational position to the final, target “optimal” rotation position, and then optimally offset and skew the 
log for breakdown in the machining section. The calculation of the target rotation angle is done by the 
turner optimizer. It calculates the sawing solutions at selected log rotation angles (usually in increments of 
several degrees) to identify the optimal rotational position corresponding to the sawing solution having 
the highest value, with consideration given to the accuracy with which the logs can be rotated. The results 
of turner optimizer calculations are shown graphically in Figures 2 and 3. 
 

 
 
Figure 2 Value recovery plot 
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Figure 2 shows an example of a typical value recovery plot with the values of the sawing solutions at 
increments of 10 degrees measured from the as-scanned position at 0 degrees. Due to the “user-specified 
log rotation inaccuracy” (see below for definition) of plus/minus 15 degrees, the optimal target angle is 
selected at -160 degrees, rather than at -170 degrees where the highest valued sawing solution occurs. 
  

 
 
Figure 3 Optimum log breakdown solution and log rotation target angle 
 
A “user-specified log rotation inaccuracy” parameter within the optimizer software enables the user to 
provide the turner optimizer with an estimate of typical overall rotational error (in degrees) due to the 
limitations of the machinery and process control systems.  While selecting the target log rotation angle in 
this manner manages the risk from the likely log rotation error, the log will still usually end up rotated by 
some angle other than the target angle. The log optimizer then determines the highest valued solution that 
can be realized from the log in its final position on the DLI conveyor. Typically, this solution has a 
different breakdown pattern and lower value recovery than the optimum breakdown solution, as 
determined by the turner optimizer. This loss of value recovery caused by inaccurate rotation of logs 
cannot be “undone” in the processing steps of the downstream machine centers.  
 
As has already been mentioned, the loss of value recovery caused by inaccurate rotation of logs is 
typically about 5%.  Figure 2 provides a good example of this loss. The value of the optimal solution 
requiring log rotation of -160 degrees is approximately $29. A log rotation error of 15 degrees would 
reduce value to about $28, or approximately 4%.  The typical 5% value recovery loss represents $1.75 
million dollars of dollars annually for many sawmills. To remain competitive and financially viable, the 
industry has great interest in reducing this loss and has been investing in improved maintenance practices 
and more accurate equipment as well as supporting research projects in this area – including this project. 
 
The most common type of flying log turner is based on an open loop logic that, using the scanned image 
of the log, determines the log shape and diameter and moves the log turner rolls a specified amount based 
on the calculated diameter at the point of contact. Errors in the ensuing rotation angle can be due to errors 
in the scanned image, the smoothing of the log image to reduce the number of data points to minimize 
optimization time, the actual position of the log vs. the calculated position, mechanical play and hysteresis 
in the hydraulics and controls system, and slippage between the turner rolls and the log.  
 
The previous research work in this area has been limited to the study of overall log rotation errors and 
their impact on value recovery. This project was initiated as a logical progression of the previous research 
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work, with the specific objective to further advance the knowledge of log rotation process technology and 
develop innovative new solutions minimising the rotation related errors.   
 
At the beginning of this project, the project liaisons recommended that potential solutions meet the 
following criteria: 

• Modest cost - $50,000 maximum cost was mentioned most often. 

• Log rotation accuracy of plus/minus 5 degrees. 

• Easy to retrofit to existing machine centers. 

• Robust operation. 

• Minimal/normal maintenance level. 
 
 

4 Staff 
Jan Brdicko Research Scientist 
John Taylor Research Scientist, Group Leader 
Laszlo Orbay Research Scientist 
Neerav Patel Technologist 
Maciej Gara  Technologist 
John White Technologist 

 
 

5 Material and Methods 
The following tasks were carried out in this project: 

1. Visits to sawmills and discussions with the Forintek project liaisons to get their input and 
suggestions.   

2. Investigation of sources of rotation related errors.  

3. Development of off-line log rotation verification software to accurately determine log rotation 
errors.  

4. Measurements of log rotation errors in a collaborating sawmill to confirm the accuracy of the log 
rotation verification software. 

5. Multivariate correlation analysis of the rotation related errors to determine if these errors are 
strongly dependent on the shape of logs. 

6. Development of an on-line log rotation monitoring system based on the log rotation verification 
software. 

7. Development of a closed loop real-time log rotation control system based on machine vision 
technology. Two prototypes of the system were developed: a proof-of-concept laboratory system 
and an alpha-prototype system able to function in a sawmill. 

 
The development of the log rotation monitoring and control systems, and the equipment and lab facilities 
used in this work are discussed in the sections below. 
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5.1 Log Rotation Monitoring 
The development of the log rotation monitoring system was initiated as a result of the investigation of 
rotation related errors. That investigation identified the need to collect and process large numbers of 
measurements of log rotation errors to facilitate robust monitoring of the log rotation process. These 
measurements would have to be accurate (within one degree or better) and collected efficiently and 
without interfering with mill operation.  
 
Traditional manual measurements of log rotation errors, using a digital level or similar techniques, could 
not meet this constraint. After considering various alternatives, a log rotation monitoring system based on 
the correlation of pre- and post-rotation true shape log images was developed.  There were several reasons 
for this choice: 

• These log images are already collected by the mill scanners and hence the images would be 
readily available for the correlation. 

• The images usually have high fidelity and density and therefore, the correlation of the images has 
the potential to be very accurate. 

 
The development of the log rotation monitoring system started with the development of off-line “log 
rotation verification software” correlating the pre- and post-rotation log true shape images. Testing of this 
software ascertained that the correlation is very accurate, and its calculation can be done sufficiently fast 
to be suitable for the real time monitoring of log rotation. The two sections below elaborate on the 
verification software and real time monitoring of log rotation. 
 
5.1.1 Off-Line Log Rotation Verification Software 

The log rotation verification software application determines the resultant rotation error of a log in the 
following steps: 

1. Import the pre- and post-rotation images of the log, and the target log rotation angle. 

2. Perform in-plane rotary correlation of all suitable “matched” pairs of the log cross-sections, such 
as shown in Figure 4, to calculate the rotation angles between them. 

3. Calculate the average and standard deviation of the calculated rotation angles. The standard 
deviation is a measure of the correlation accuracy. The difference between the target log rotation 
angle and the average of the calculated rotation angles is the resultant log rotation error. 

 
Typically the resultant log rotation error varies randomly from log to log. Thus in order to obtain a 
statistically valid measure of accuracy of log rotation in a machine center, the resultant log rotation error 
needs to be calculated for a large sample of logs (at least a hundred). The average and standard deviation 
of the log rotation errors is a good measure of accuracy of log rotation in the machine center. 

The log rotation verification application was developed in Microsoft Visual C++ .NET.  This off-line 
application provides all the flexibility and ease of use that is required for a user to rapidly measure log 
rotation accuracy.  Microsoft Visual C++ was chosen as the programming language for its fast 
performance and ability to provide the programmer/designer with the most flexibility interfacing with 
external devices facilitating process monitoring and control. 
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Figure 4 True shape images of a log before and after 60 degree counter clockwise rotation. 
 

5.1.2 Real-Time Log Rotation Monitoring System 

This system was developed to perform the log rotation verification in real time, to facilitate the 
development of a real-time log rotation control system, and to function as a tool that could be used in 
sawmills for performance monitoring. The development of the system included the following: 

• Upgrading the log rotation verification software to make it more robust and execute faster so that 
it could operate at mill log processing rates. 

• Developing a software utility to match pre-rotation log images with the post-rotation log images 
for use in the mills where the robust matching of log images is not implemented. 

• Developing a graphical user interface to enable visual checking of the log images and the results 
of the correlation of pre and post-rotation log true shape images. 

• Developing a communication interface to enable input of the log image data from the mill 
systems. 

 
The prototype of the log rotation monitoring system was successfully tested in the Forintek pilot plant and 
in a collaborating sawmill.  The schematic drawing of the system installation in the sawmill is shown in 
Figure 5. 
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DLI conveyor machine conveyorinfeed conveyor

DLI infeed

 
 
 
Figure 5 Schematic drawing of primary log breakdown machine center with Log Rotation 

Monitor 
 
5.2 Log Rotation Control System  
Initial work to improve log rotation accuracy focussed on finding relationships between log 
characteristics and rotation error.  The idea was that if rotation errors were found to be proportional to 
specific log characteristics (log diameter, cross sectional shape, etc.) then knowledge of these 
characteristic could possibly be used to adjust log rotation control parameters thereby reducing overall 
errors without any need for additional equipment.  Unfortunately, after extensive analysis, this approach 
was found to have limited potential. 
 
The investigation of log passage through DLI type machine centers has shown that because of limitations 
of scanning and optimization systems, and the lack of persistent positive control of the log rotational 
position when the log is conveyed and rotated by the log turner, a number of rotation related errors occur. 
These errors are independent and random in magnitude, and combine into one resultant “log rotation 
error”. The largest rotation related error occurs in the log turner. The log rotation related errors occur even 
when the machine centers are well designed and properly installed and maintained. 
 
In consultation with the project industry liaisons, a second approach was taken to research potential 
methods that would minimize the log turner error, and develop a proof-of concept system that would best 
meet the recommendations put forth by industry. This task was by far the most complex and time 
consuming part of this project. Numerous methods were considered, and in the end a closed loop system 
based on machine vision technology was chosen because this approach required relatively little 
equipment and thus offered cost benefits over other systems considered. 
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Mill Turner Optimizer Log Rotation Monitor and Control Mill Log Optimizer
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Sends (before rotation) log image and
target rotation angle to Log Rotation Monitor
Sends target rotation angle to Log Rotation
Controller

Calculates log breakdown solution
and machine sets.
Sends machine sets to machine PLC.
Sends (after rotation) log image to Log
Rotation Monitor

Matches before and after rotation true shape
images of the same log.
Compares the two images and determines
actual rotation angle between them.
Stores and displays rotation error statistics.

Continuously calculates log rotation angle by comparing
consecutive “pictures” taken by the camera, and when the angle equals
target angle it stops rotation (via Log Rotator PLC). 

Monitoring Function:

Control Function:

Log Rotator
       PLC

Breakdown Machine

DLI conveyor machine conveyorinfeed conveyor

DLI infeed

High Speed Camera

Light

E

conveyor
encoder

 
 
Figure 6 Schematic drawing of primary log breakdown machine center with Log Rotation 

Control System 
 
The concept of the system is shown in Figure 6 above. The system uses a high speed digital camera 
positioned just in front of the log rotator and about 5 feet above the in-feed conveyor to continuously take 
pictures of short lengths of the log surface while the log is being rotated. The computer image processing 
software correlates the consecutive pictures and “matches” the pictures with the log shape.  In this project 
two versions of the log rotation system have been considered. In one version, shown in Figure 6, the log 
shape data is provided by the turner scanners and in the other version the data from the turner scanners is 
not required as the system alone approximates the log shape by circular cross-sections. In both versions of 
the system, the “match” of the consecutive pictures with the log shape determines the small, incremental 
angle by which the log rotated in the time interval between the consecutive pictures. Each incremental 
angle is added to the sum of the previous angles, and when this sum equals the target angle the command 
to stop rotation of the log is sent to the log turner PLC. Note that in both of these systems, the rotational 
position of the log is determined by analyzing log surface features.  Therefore, the need to mark the logs 
with ink or paint is eliminated.  This approach is computationally more complex than that required by 
systems using ink or paint markers but has the advantage of being mechanically simpler and therefore 
more robust and reliable.  This approach may also facilitate integration with future scanner systems which 
will provide not only laser-based shape measurements, but also surface features obtained from integrated 
cameras.  Such systems are already being offered by some scanner manufacturers. 
 
The log rotation control system also included the monitoring application described in Section 5.1.2 to 
provide oversight and feed-back functions to the controller. The monitoring application is very accurate 
and robust, and as such it can monitor how accurately the controller rotates logs.  The monitoring 
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application can also detect any bias in the log rotation results and can provide this information to the 
controller to minimize errors.  It can also provide historical performance data and can alert mill staff if 
rotation errors become excessive. 
 
Two prototypes of the system described above were developed. The first prototype was the proof-of-
concept laboratory system that verified the viability of the approach and identified the necessary 
improvements. Then a second “alpha prototype” was developed to allow testing in a sawmill. Both 
prototypes are discussed in the next two sections. 
 
5.2.1 First Prototype of the Control System 

This proof-of-concept laboratory prototype system was assembled in the machine vision lab at Forintek 
and interfaced with an existing true shape laser scanning system, as shown in Photo 1.  
 
 

DIGITAL
CAMERA

TRUE SHAPE
SCANNING SYS.

LINEAR CARRIAGE
LOG MODEL

COMPUTER
LOG
ROTATOR

 
 
Photo 1 First prototype of the Log Rotation Control System 
 
The laser scanning system was used to emulate both log turning and log breakdown scanning systems to 
provide the pre- and post-rotation images of logs, or log models. The linear carriage was modified to 
carry an axial log rotator powered by a small step motor.  A medium speed digital camera was attached to 
the laser scanning system frame about 5 feet above the linear carriage. A conventional PC was interfaced 
with the camera, laser scanning system, linear carriage position encoder, photocells and the log rotator 
motor controller. The computer software included both monitoring and control applications, as well as 
other utilities for data collection and display.  
 
The first prototype of the system relied on approximating the true shape of the log in each picture by one 
circular cross-section, the diameter of which could be determined by analyzing the picture and using the 
assumed (or measured) distance from the camera to the log top surface. The advantages of this system 
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were its simpler software code and that it could operate without relying on the turner scanners and 
conveyor encoder to provide the true shape and position of logs. 
 
With some limitations, the laboratory prototype allowed the feasibility of the machine vision and control 
software to be assessed. Tests performed with this first prototype showed the following: 

• Accuracy of measuring (and controlling) rotation of logs with circular cross-section was very 
good, but it was not sufficiently accurate for logs with oval bumpy cross-sections. 

• Accuracy and robustness of correlation of log surfaces was decreasing with increasing distance 
that the log moved between the consecutive pictures, with maximum acceptable distance being 
about 2 inches. 

• Camera chip size of 640x480 pixels was barely adequate for accurate image processing. 

• Image blurring greater than one pixel defeated accurate image processing. 

• Incandescent lights were marginal because of 60 Hz flicker, low power, heat generation and 
reliability when subjected to vibration. 

• PC CPU speed of 1.5 GHz greatly limited accuracy of image processing. 

• The system accuracy decreased as the feed speed approached the 80 FPM maximum.  
 
5.2.2 Second Prototype of the Control System 

The second “alpha” prototype of the system was developed after the viability of the approach was proved 
and the necessary improvements were identified. The alpha system was assembled in the Forintek pilot 
plant and interfaced with the existing true shape laser scanning system to collect the pre- and post-rotation 
images of logs log images, and the log position data from the conveyor encoder.   
 

 
 
Photo 2 Second prototype of the Log Rotation Control System. 
 
The installation of the alpha prototype in the pilot plant (Photo 2) followed the same approach as was 
used for the first prototype, but it was scaled up to convey and rotate full sized logs at mill speeds. The 
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installation was configured to approximate a real sawmill, such as shown in Figure 6.  The new features 
of the alpha prototype system hardware were: 

• High speed Prosilica digital camera with frame rate of 100 frames per second. 

• LED illumination. 

• PC with CPU speed of 3.2 GHz. 
 

The following improvements were made to system software as per the results of tests in the pilot plant 
and sawmill: 

• The approximation of log shape by circular cross-sections was replaced by the actual shape of the 
log provided by the existing mill turner scanners.  

• The position of the log on the conveyor was provided by the existing conveyor encoder. 

• Advanced sub-pixelling is used to increase the accuracy of correlation of consecutive pictures. 

• Multiple cross-sections of the part of the log included in each picture were used to increase the 
robustness of matching the pictures with the log shape. 

• Code optimization was done to maximize the execution speed to facilitate processing of up to 100 
pictures per second. 

• Image processing algorithms were modified to eliminate problems associated with light reflected 
from the log conveyor. 

• Prosilica optimized software specific to the IEEE1394 Firewire camera (CV640) was used to 
maximize the imaging speed. 

• During sawmill tests, the location of the log conveyor, as provided by the conveyor encoder, had 
to be “adjusted” for the slippage which often occurred when the leading end of the log hit the 
turner rolls. 

  
The above improvements were implemented incrementally and resulted in a system that was more 
accurate and robust.  
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Photo 3 Mill installation of the second prototype of Log Rotation Control System 
 
The initial installation of this prototype in the collaborating mill is shown in Photo 3. To install the system 
required the following: 

• Welding a box beam to the building frame just above the turner to provide vibration and shock 
free attachment for the camera and overhead lights. 

• Modifying the conveyor guards to enable mounting of side lights. 

• Cabling to interface with mill conveyor encoder, turner scanners, turner PLC, and photocells. 

• A network connection to the existing LAN, which allowed us to access the PLC and Scanners. 
  

Most of the major challenges with the mill trials were logistical rather than technical. The mill operates on 
a three shift per day basis, and most of the maintenance work is done on the weekends. The trials required 
exclusive use of the log line and the assistance of an operator, and had to be scheduled to not interfere 
with the mill’s maintenance activities.  As a result, each test was several months apart and only three trials 
(5 days in total) were possible. 
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6 Results 
6.1 Log Rotation Verification Software and Monitoring 
The log rotation verification software determines the log rotation errors by correlation of pre- and post-
rotation log true shape images collected by the mill turner and log scanners. Tests verified that accuracy 
of this software is virtually perfect when the two images are identical. In tests using log images collected 
in one of the collaborating mills that uses older technology scanners, the standard deviation of the 
calculated rotation angles was 1.9 degrees and the average error was - 0.3 degrees. Statistically, this 
means that 9 times out of 10, the calculated rotation angles would be expect to be within +/- 3.2 degrees 
of the actual angle.  For comparison purposes, the standard deviation of the calculated rotation angle was 
usually less than 1.0 degree when the system was tested in the Forintek laboratory 
 
It is worth mentioning that using this software as a log rotation measuring tool is quite different from 
using conventional measuring instruments, such as a digital level or an angular encoder. Those 
instruments have a fixed accuracy specified by the manufacturer, such as plus/minus 0.10 degrees 
independent of the objects (logs here) being measured. In contrast, the accuracy of log rotation 
verification software depends on three characteristics of the two log images, namely: 
 
Quality – as defined by the dimensional accuracy and the density of the data points. The accuracy of the 
software increases with increasing quality. It is most important that the quality of both pre- and post-
rotation log images is equally high. If the quality of either log image is low, the accuracy of the rotation 
verification will be low. In fact, if the quality is very low, the software cannot function.  
 
Cross-section shape – The accuracy of the software increases with deviation of the log cross-sections 
from a circular shape.  
 
Log rotation related errors – If the log rolls while it is conveyed through the scanners the resulting images 
will be twisted, and this will reduce the accuracy of the software, depending on the magnitude of the 
twist. 
 
The real time log rotation monitoring system uses the verification software as its computation “engine” 
and hence it has the same accuracy and limitations as the verification software. 
 
6.2 Log Rotation Control System 
 The second alpha prototype log rotation control system was first tested in the pilot plant using 10 
different logs, each rotated to approximately 10 different angles. The carriage speed was approximately 
200 FPM and the log surface rotation speed was approximately 6 inches per second. The independent 
angular measurements were done with a digital level (accurate to within 0.10 degree).  
 
When the system utilized the log true shape data collected by the lab scanners and the encoder data 
provided by the linear carriage encoder, the standard deviation of the rotation errors was 5.4 degrees, and 
the average error was 4.6 degrees. Statistically, this means that rotation errors would be less than +/- 8.9 
degrees 9 times out of 10. The average rotation error of 4.6 degrees is essentially a system bias and could 
be easily corrected within the control system software algorithms.  Table 1 shows the results and 
summary statistics from  this test. 
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When the system approximated the log true shape data by circular cross-sections, the standard deviation 
of the rotation errors was 6.1 degrees, and the average error was 2.1 degrees.  Table 2 shows the results 
and statistics of this test. 
 
For comparison purposes, some early work in this project showed log rotation error standard deviation 
values were typically about 24 degrees for the mills studied.  Statistically, this corresponds to rotation 
errors within ± 40 degrees for 9 logs out of 10. 
 

 
 
Table 1 Variance analysis of pilot plant tests of Log Rotation Control System using true 

shape of logs 
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Table 2 Variance analysis of pilot plant tests of log rotation control system using circular 

approximation of log shape 
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7 Discussion 
7.1 Log Rotation Verification Software and Monitoring 
The accuracy of the log rotation verification software has been more than sufficient for the needs of this 
project. This software has greatly facilitated the collection of data that was used to investigate potential 
correlation of rotation errors with the log shape. The software was also very convenient in the 
development of the control system, when the use of an angular encoder or a digital level was not practical. 
 
With a minor upgrade to make it more user friendly, this software could be used by sawmills for periodic 
maintenance purposes to monitor the accuracy of log rotation as well as the imaging fidelity of the mill 
turner and log scanners. This would require that the mill staff download the log images from the log 
rotation and breakdown scanners and run this software to compare the current log rotation accuracy and 
the imaging fidelity to baselines levels indicating long term performance norms. 
 
7.2 Log Rotation Control System 
The pilot plant and mill tests with the second alpha prototype log rotation control system have shown that 
the concepts used in the system are viable and could be developed into a successful commercial product 
with minimal technical risk. A commercial version of the system has the potential to be even more 
accurate, as it would probably utilize a more powerful PC, have higher resolution cameras (two cameras 
could be considered), more even and precisely directed and controlled illumination and other refinements. 
The downside of this system is its dependence on “inputs” from external devices: the mill turner and log 
scanners, and conveyor encoder.  These inputs have to be accurate and reliable. 
 
The simpler system that approximates the log true shape data by circular cross-sections could be 
considered for use in sawmills where the advantage of not requiring true-shape log cross sections from the 
scanners would outweigh slightly lover accuracy.  For a commercial system, this simpler approach may 
have some significant advantages.  
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8 Conclusions 
The first objective of this project was to confirm the results of a previous study on log rotation errors and 
thus provide the rationale for accurate rotation of logs. The initial part of this project found that in the 
sawmill studied, the standard deviation of the log rotation errors was 23.9 degrees.  Statistically, the 
corresponds to rotation within +/- 39.4 degrees of the target value  for 9 logs out of 10. Log breakdown 
modelling has estimated that the associated loss in value recovery is about 5%. 
 
The second objective of this project was to develop a system to monitor rotation accuracy and control log 
rotation to minimise errors. This objective was met by developing one software application and two 
prototype systems: 
 
Off-line “Log Rotation Verification Software” application – This application facilitates accurate 
determination of the resultant log rotation errors using saved log scanner data.  
 
On-line “Log Rotation Monitoring System”– This system is based on the log rotation verification 
software, and it continuously monitors the accuracy of log rotation as well as the imaging fidelity of the 
mill turner and log scanners. 
 
Closed loop real-time “Log Rotation Control System” – The development of this system was initiated 
after the “statistical approach” based on the use of log turner “correction factors” related to log shape was 
not found feasible. A system utilizing machine vision technology and one high speed digital camera was 
chosen as the best approach to meet the recommendations of the project liaisons. 
  
The development of the system prototype has shown that the concepts used in the system are viable. The 
accuracy of the system having a standard deviation of ±5.4 degrees, shows a major improvement over 
existing log rotation systems and it is expected that a commercial version of the system can be even more 
accurate. The system does not require marking of the logs and its design is such that it should be easy to 
retrofit to existing machine centers.  
 
Two versions of this system were developed and tested. The first system is quite complex and the system 
accuracy depends on accuracy and reliability of the “inputs” from external devices: the mill turner, log 
scanners, and conveyor encoder.  The second system is simpler, as it does not need the “inputs” from 
external devices, and it is only slightly less accurate. 
 
The operation and robustness of both versions of the control system can be enhanced if it is 
complemented with the “Log Rotation Monitoring System”.  These systems are also ideally suited for 
integration with “next generation” scanning and optimization systems that will utilize both log shape and 
surface features.  
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